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ABSTRACT: We report on laboratory experiments and numerial simulations of a two-dimensional(2D) vertially osillated granular medium. The experiment onsists of a thin evauated ell �lledwith 0:46 � 0:03 mm lead partiles vibrated sinusoidally (A sin(2�ft)) in the vertial diretion. Thefrequeny, f , and the peak aeleration are the experimental ontrol parameters. The event-drivensimulation [2℄ reprodues all of the qualitative features the experimental observations. Spei�ally, asThe peak aeleration is inreased slightly above 1g, the layer of partiles leaves the bottom of the ellfor part of the yle, but the surfae remains at. When the peak aeleration reahes a ritial valueof approximately 2:5g, the at layer loses stability to a sub-harmoni standing wave. The wavelengthand shape of the standing wave are similar in both the experiment and simulation. As the frequenyis lowered, at onstant peak aeleration, the amplitude of the standing wave beomes greater and itswavelength beomes longer.1 INTRODUCTIONOn a mirosopi sale, granular dynamis aregoverned by highly dissipative ontat intera-tions. Even though all interation are short-rangeexperiments demonstrate both system-wide [7, 8℄and loalized (30-100 partile) [10℄ olletive be-havior in vertially vibrated evauated wide on-tainers of granular material. A similar system-wide olletive behavior is seen in thin (2D) on-tainers as well [3℄. Event-driven binary olli-sion model simulations [5℄ and moleular dynam-is simulations [1℄ of 2D systems qualitatively re-produe the results of these experiments. In thiswork we reprodue the results of Luding et al.and Cl�ement et al. for a larger aspet ratio ell inpreparation for future studies of the mirosopiproperties of these systems. The 2D experimen-tal system and simulations provide an exellentopportunity to probe the mirosopi behavior ofthese systems.2 EXPERIMENTThe experiments onsist of a thin parallelepipedell �lled with 9 layer of lead partiles of mean di-

ameter 0:46�0:03 mm, whih is about 15 perentless than the thikness of the ell. The ell shownin �gure 1 has dimensions of 284x0:533x95 mm or616x1:16x206 partiles diameters and is orientedwith the longest and the shortest sides horizontaland vibrated sinusoidally (Asin(2�ft)) in the ver-tial diretion by an industrial eletro-mehanialshaker. The physial ontrol parameters are theamplitude, A, whih an vary up to 1 m, andthe frequeny, f , whih we have varied from 10-100 Hz. Experiments are typially performed atonstant, � = A(2�f)2=g and the frequeny of os-illation, f , is varied. �is a dimensionless measureof the aeleration with respet to the magnitudeof the aeleration due to gravity, g.One fae of the ell is transparent for visual-ization by a high speed digital amera (see �gure1). The amera has a frame rate of 228 fps, andan aquisition matrix of 256x256 pixels. Usingthis amera we aquire movies of the pattern for-mation at 228 fps or we synhronize the ameraframe rate with the shaker frequeny. Using theseimages we an ompare the experiment with thesimulation.
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CameraFigure 1: Shemati of the experimental appa-ratus showing the test ell, the shaker, and theimaging system.3 SIMULATIONThe simulation employs an event-driven inelas-ti binary ollision model [9, 6, 4℄. In this typeof simulation time advanes from ollision to ol-lision using ballisti motion. A sorted list of thetime-to-next-ollision is maintained for eah par-tile and is used to determine the next ollision.The ollision duration is assumed zero, thereforelimiting the partile interations to binary olli-sions. Rotations are not inluded. The parti-les have a distribution of diameters, but theirsmasses are equal. Momentum onservation and aollision-veloity dependent oeÆient of restitu-tion, �(v), are used to alulate v01 and v02, theveloities after a partile-partile ollision, fromv1 and v2, the veloities before a partile-partileollision. vn12 = v12 � bn (1)vn01 = 12(1� �)vn1 + (1 + �)vn2 (2)vn02 = 12(1� �)vn2 + (1 + �)vn1 (3)bn is a unit vetor in the diretion of a line onnet-ing the enters of the olliding balls. In ollisionswith the walls, the wall is treated like a partileof in�nite mass, and a tangential frition, �, isadded: vt = jv� vnbnj (4)vt0 = max(vt � �vn; 0) (5)� is set to .1 for all simulations in this paper.

The simulation is 3D and simulates the 2Dgeometry using losely spaed walls, just as inthe experimental ase. The simulation is non-dimensionalized using D, the diameter of the par-tiles, and qg=D for time. Thus, for ompar-isons experimental parameter must be expressedin terms of these salings. � is already dimension-less and we de�ne a non-dimensional frequeny,f0 = fqD=g.4 RESULTSThe simulations and the experiments give sim-ilar results. In both, as � is inreased slightlyabove 1, the layer of partiles begins to leave thebottom of the ell for part of the yle, but thesurfae remains at. As � is inreased to a rit-ial value, � ' 2:5, the at layer loses stabilityto a sub-harmoni standing wave, as shown in �g-ure 2, whih shows the experiment on the left andsimulation on the right for � = 3:0 and f0 = :14.For the partiles used in these experiments the di-mensional frequeny is f = 20:386 Hz. This �gureshows four snapshots of the entire ell during twoyles of the driving frequeny whih is one yleof the pattern. The shape of the waves and thetime ourse are aptured in the simulation. Thereis a di�erene in the absolute wavelength and am-plitude, but the dependene of the wavelength andamplitude on f0 are onsistent as shown in �gure3. Figure 3 shows a single snapshot of the patternat four di�erent f0 = :082; :94; :123; :140 for theexperiment and the simulation. The wavelengthand the amplitude of the pattern dereases withinreasing frequeny.5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis researh is supported by the U.S. Depart-ment of Energy OÆe of Basi Energy Sienesand the Texas Advaned Researh Program.Referenes[1℄ Keiko M. Aoki and Tetsuo Akiyama. Spon-taneous wave pattern formation in vi-brated granular materials. Phys. Rev. Lett.,77(20):4166{4169, 1996.[2℄ C. Bizon, M. D. Shattuk, J. B. Swift, W. D.MCormik, and Harry L. Swinney. Pat-
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Figure 2: Time ourse of sub-harmoni pattern for experiment (left) and simulation (right) at � = 3:0and f0 = :10. Four time steps are shown. Starting from the top t = :28 T, t = :78 T, t = 1:28 T,t = 1:78 T, where T is the period of drive osillation.Experiment Simulation
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